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Bio: Theresa Francomacaro     www.linkedin.com/in/theresafrancomacaro 

 Stories connect us and help highlight who we are. As an entrepreneur, 

learning professional and executive coach, I mix simple storytelling techniques with business 

acumen to spark innovation and sustain growth.  Creative composition tools combined with 

sales, management, and content delivery/design competence have enabled me to mobilize 

hundreds of individuals, surpass over 22M in sales quotas, as well as deliver the gold standard 

in customer service.   

My mission: help people design & deliver authentic stories that work! 

In addition to a master’s degree in Performance Studies from New York University, I hold a 

certification as a Training Specialist from the University of Washington, and I am a certified Dale 

Carnegie Instructor, published author, and produced playwright and storyteller.  

What’s your story? Let’s figure it out together! 

“Storytelling may seem like an old-fashioned tool, today — and it is. That’s exactly what 

makes it so powerful. Life happens in the narratives we tell one another. A story can go 

where quantitative analysis is denied admission: our hearts. Data can persuade people, 

but it doesn’t inspire them to act; to do that, you need to wrap your vision in a story that 

fires the imagination and stirs the soul.” - Harrison Monarth author of The Confident 

Speaker, Executive Presence, and Breakthrough Communications. 
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Research for the workshop and podcast: How to Create Stories That Work: Theresa 

Francomacaro 

Aristotle, Poetics, Joe Sachs (trans.), Focus Philosophical Library, Pullins Press, 2006. 

Brown et al- Make it Stick: The Science of Successful Learning- Belknap Press of Harvard Univ. Press (2014) 

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/make-it-stick 

Carnegie, Dale How to Win Friends and Influence People, Gallery Books, a division of Simon and 

Schuster, Inc. (1936) 

McKee, Robert Story: Substance, Structure, Style and the Principles of Screenwriting (1997) 

Medina, John Brain Rules: 12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving at Work, Home and School, 

Pear Press (2008) 

Zak, Paul J. 

Paul J. Zak, Ph.D., is the author of Trust Factor: The Science of High-Performance Companies 

and The Moral Molecule: How Trust Works, and director of the Center for Neuroeconomics 

Studies at Claremont Graduate University. 
 

The magical science of storytelling | David JP Phillips | The power of storytelling | 

Andrea Gibbs | TEDxPerthTEDxStockholmce of storytelling | David JP Phillips | 

TEDxStockholscien 

https://hbr.org/2014/03/the-irresistible-power-of-storytelling-as-a-strategic-business-tool 

https://bigthink.com/laurie-vazquez/6-types-of-stories-scientifically-proven-to-make-you-emotional 

https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/how_stories_change_brain 

https://www.archwaypublishing.com/Resources/Writing/Five-Essential-Elements-of-a-Great-Story.aspx 

https://www.fastcompany.com/3037539/why-a-good-story-is-the-most-important-thing-youll-ever-sell 

http://www.peachpit.com/store/presentation-zen-simple-ideas-on-presentation-design-

9780321811981?w_ptgrevartcl=Presentation+Zen%3a+How+to+Craft+a+Presentation+with+Messages+

that+Stick_1828677 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dramatic_structure 

http://www.writersdigest.com/online-editor/the-5-essential-story-ingredients 

https://www.retrievalpractice.org/make-it-stick
https://www.amazon.com/Trust-Factor-Creating-High-Performance-Companies/dp/153186774X
https://www.amazon.com/Moral-Molecule-How-Trust-Works/dp/0142196908
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nj-hdQMa3uA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nj-hdQMa3uA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nj-hdQMa3uA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nj-hdQMa3uA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nj-hdQMa3uA
https://hbr.org/2014/03/the-irresistible-power-of-storytelling-as-a-strategic-business-tool
https://bigthink.com/laurie-vazquez/6-types-of-stories-scientifically-proven-to-make-you-emotional
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/how_stories_change_brain
https://www.archwaypublishing.com/Resources/Writing/Five-Essential-Elements-of-a-Great-Story.aspx
https://www.fastcompany.com/3037539/why-a-good-story-is-the-most-important-thing-youll-ever-sell
http://www.peachpit.com/store/presentation-zen-simple-ideas-on-presentation-design-9780321811981?w_ptgrevartcl=Presentation+Zen%3a+How+to+Craft+a+Presentation+with+Messages+that+Stick_1828677
http://www.peachpit.com/store/presentation-zen-simple-ideas-on-presentation-design-9780321811981?w_ptgrevartcl=Presentation+Zen%3a+How+to+Craft+a+Presentation+with+Messages+that+Stick_1828677
http://www.peachpit.com/store/presentation-zen-simple-ideas-on-presentation-design-9780321811981?w_ptgrevartcl=Presentation+Zen%3a+How+to+Craft+a+Presentation+with+Messages+that+Stick_1828677
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dramatic_structure
http://www.writersdigest.com/online-editor/the-5-essential-story-ingredients
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pixar and the art of storytelling 

http://www.salesengine.com/sales/ted-talks-for-salespeople/ 

The Power of Storytelling to Change the World: Dave Leiber 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Bo3dpVb5jw  

 

The Storytelling Animal: Jonathan Gottschall 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vhd0XdedLpY 

 

How to Speak So People Want to Listen: Julian Treasure 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIho2S0ZahI 

 

Simon Sinek: First Why and Then Trust 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=pixar+and+the+art+of+storytelling&&view=detail&mid=B7C53

DCBA4C12196CBE3B7C53DCBA4C12196CBE3&&FORM=VDRVRV 

The 7 Secrets of the greatest speakers in history: Richard Greene 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0a61wFaF8A 

Danajaja Hettiarachchi World Champion of Public Speaking 2014 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbz2boNSeL0 

6 Public Speaking Tips To Hook Any Audience: by Charisma on Command recapping Mohammed 

Qahtani’s speech “The Power of Words” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8GvTgWtR7o 

pixar%20and%20the%20art%20of%20storytelling
http://www.salesengine.com/sales/ted-talks-for-salespeople/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Bo3dpVb5jw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vhd0XdedLpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIho2S0ZahI
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0a61wFaF8A
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